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Introduction
Both numerical and structural chromosomal abnormalities, such as duplications, translocations, inversions, and deletions, are important factors associated with complex diseases. For example, Down syndrome is caused by having three copies of chromosome 21 . 1 The detection of chromosomal abnormalities has been used for prenatal and postnatal diagnostics and for cancer cytogenetics research. Multicolor fluorescence in situ hybridization (M-FISH) is a powerful tool for simultaneous visualization of chromosomal abnormalities in a single cell by labeling chromosomes with different fluorophores, where the Boolean combinational labeling strategy is used. The number of the combinations of M fluorophores is 2 M − 1; therefore, five different fluorophores are sufficient for differentiating 24 types of chromosomes (22 autosomes and two sex chromosomes). Figure 1 shows an image set with six-channel M-FISH images from a single metaphase cell. In Figs. 1(a)-1(e), the chromosomes labeled with different fluorophores are acquired by an epifluorescence microscopy equipped with a filter cube [including far red (F), spectrum green (G), spectrum aqua (A), spectrum red (R), and spectrum gold (Y)]. The other image, Fig. 1(f) , is 4 in, 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), which is labeled as D. All chromosomes are labeled in DAPI channel, so they are all visible in the image D.
Accurate segmentation of M-FISH images has a significant impact on subsequent chromosomal classification and hence on clinical diagnosis. In our previous works on chromosome classification, including Bayesian classifier, 2 sparse representationbased classifier, 3 regularized multinomial logistic classifier, 4 structural sparse representation classifier, 5, 6 and patch-based tensor decomposition classifier, 7 several steps have been done in preprocessing 8, 9 to facilitate the analysis of M-FISH images. Among them, image segmentation is a critical step and can significantly improve classification accuracy. 9, 10 The other importance of segmentation is to take advantage of five fluorescence channels to code different chromosomes. With accurate segmentation of chromosome in each channel, the chromosomes can be better distinguished with the combination of all channels of information. Therefore, accurate segmentation is critical for M-FISH image analysis. By segmentation, a mask is generated to separate chromosome regions from the background. However, the quality of acquired M-FISH images is usually poor due to various factors, 11 such as uneven intensity between imaging channels, inhomogeneous intensity of intrachannel, and spectral overlap. 8 It has been a daunting challenge to accurately segment chromosomal images under such conditions.
A number of machine learning methods have been proposed for image segmentation or classification, e.g., supervised method, 12 semisupervised method, 13 unsupervised method, [14] [15] [16] and hybrid method. 17 Since M-FISH images are sensitive to experimental platforms and are largely heterogeneous across subjects (e.g., cells), unsupervised methods (e.g., clustering) are usually applied to image segmentation or classification. The FCM-based clustering method, as one of the unsupervised techniques, has been widely used in the fields of geology, astronomy, medical imaging, and multimedia. [18] [19] [20] [21] To reduce the effect of noise and intensity inhomogeneities in the image, several modified FCM approaches have been proposed by considering the spatial smoothness of neighboring pixel intensities in the image. 22, 23 For example, Tolias and Panas 24 modified the prototype vectors as functions of the pixel location in the image for segmentation. Ahmed et al. 25 modified FCM to use the immediate neighborhood for labeling the fuzziness membership of a pixel in the segmentation of MRI data. Chuang et al. 26 incorporated the spatial information into the membership function to make the clustering be less sensitive to noise, which yielded a more homogeneous segmented region. Pham and Prince 27 developed AFCM to improve the objective function by adding the first and second order regularizations to the estimated cluster centroids to enable the estimated membership functions to be spatially smooth. In our recent work, we developed an improved adaptive fuzzy C-means (IAFCM) algorithm by adding a gain field to regularize the cluster center and showed better performance over other methods in M-FISH image segmentation. 9 Despite the efficiency of these works, these methods mainly focused on a single channel image clustering, while ignoring multispectral information in M-FISH image. Multichannel information is complementary, which can be used to further improve the segmentation.
Segmentation of multispectral images has been studied in several fields, such as remote sensing, monitoring, and chemometrics. Tran et.al. 28 presented an interesting tutorial on multispectral image segmentation. The work demonstrated the benefit of utilizing spectral information in multivariate image segmentation. As suggested by the study, partitional clustering techniques (e.g., FCM) can be the best option for segmentation given the known or easily estimated number of clusters in the image. Recently, Saïd et al. 29 extracted speeded-up robust features from multispectral face images to be weighted in an FCM cost function to improve the segmentation. He et al. 30 imposed a total variation (TV) regularization on the membership function in FCM to reduce the noise effect in hyperspectral imaging segmentation. In addition, some works have involved the incorporation of both spatial and spectral information for multispectral image segmentation. For example, Paclık et al. 31 applied clustering to spectral and spatial information separately and combined both posterior probabilities based on the product rule. Li et al. 32 also applied a two-step strategy to estimate the maximum combined posterior possibility by integrating spectral and spatial prior information.
The previous works have shown the advantages of utilizing both spatial and spectral information in image segmentation; however, little or no work has been performed for the M-FISH imaging application. In this paper, we propose an improved fuzzy C-means clustering model, namely spatial-and spectral-FCM (ssFCM), to account for both spatial and spectral information simultaneously, with the use of TV and row-wise sparse constraints, respectively. The TV constraint uses gradient information to smooth the cluster by considering that the neighboring pixels share similar membership values. The row-wise sparse constraint ensures that the membership functions of the neighboring pixels share similar patterns across different channels. This new method is expected to deliver better results because it incorporates both the spectral information across multichannels and spatial information within a neighborhood simultaneously.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we first review the conventional FCM clustering method and then propose an improved model by incorporating both spatial and spectral information. In Sec. 3, we present the experimental results on both simulated and real M-FISH images. Finally, we conclude the paper with a brief discussion.
Method

FCM Clustering Method
The FCM clustering proposed by Refs. 15 and 16 is an unsupervised learning technique to organize the data into two or more clusters. FCM clustering can be obtained by the following optimization:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 1 ; 6 3 ; 5 7 3 min
where x i is the intensity value of the i'th pixel from an image with size I r by I c , i ¼ 1;2; : : : ; N, N ¼ I r × I c , and c k denotes the center of the k'th cluster, k ¼ 1;2; : : : ; N c . N c is set to 2 in this work, referring to background and chromosome. u ki is the membership of x i in the k'th cluster and q is the weight on each membership to determine the degree of fuzziness. A higher value of membership u ki indicates a higher degree of probability for the i'th pixel to belong to the k'th cluster and vice versa.
Therefore, a pixel will be assigned to a particular cluster if it has the highest membership value corresponding to the cluster. The optimization problem in Eq. (1) can be solved with the Lagrangian formulation as follows:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 2 ; 3 2 6 ; 7 0 8
where λ is the Lagrange multiplier. The solution of u ki and c k can be derived by E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; s e c 2 . 1 ; 3 2 6 ; 6 3 6
As a result, we can approximate the membership u ki and the cluster centers c k iteratively with E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 3 ; 3 2 6 ; 5 7 1
The iteration will stop when ju ðmþ1Þ ki − u ðmÞ ki j < ε, where ε is a threshold for the termination and m is the iteration step. Figure 2 (a) shows the schematic diagram of the conventional FCM model. With FCM, each pixel (e.g., A) will be assigned a membership value, belonging to either chromosome cluster (u 1;A ) or background cluster (u 2;A ). By comparing the two membership matrices U 1 and U 2 , we can therefore assign all the pixels to different clusters. 
Proposed FCM Clustering Algorithm Incorporating Both Spatial and Spectral Information
Despite the success of FCM clustering-based methods in imaging segmentation or classification, many of them overlook the spatial and/or spectral information among pixels in multidimensional images (e.g., M-FISH image). Both spatial and spectral information have been widely used for noise reduction, 33 hyperspectral or color imaging classification and segmentation, 32, 34 and magnetic resonance imaging segmentation. 30, [35] [36] [37] Instead of analyzing each pixel individually, spatially or spectrally neighboring pixels can be used together to improve image analysis because these neighboring pixels will share similar characteristics, e.g., having similar intensities. Therefore, it is promising to incorporate this information into the FCM model. Specifically, our newly proposed FCM clustering model is formulated as follows: 
where λ is the tuning parameter. M denotes the number of channels, which equals 6 for M-FISH images. The function ΦðD; UÞ ¼ DU is regularized by the row-wise sparsity. where I is the I r × I r identity matrix and the operator ⊗ denotes the Kronecker tenser product of matrices B and I. I r and I c indicate the number of rows and columns, respectively, of the image matrix in each channel with N ¼ I r × I c . D h is the difference operator to compute the difference of membership between a pixel and its neighboring pixels horizontally in the image. Similarly, let D v and D d be the difference operators in the vertical and diagonal directions, respectively. We can combine three difference operators as DU ¼ ½D h U; D v U; D d U T , where each row in DU represents interchannel membership values. These difference operators are actually used to define rowwise anisotropic TV constraints. 38, 39 The use of the TV can remove unwanted variations among neighboring pixels while preserving important details such as edges. 40 To incorporate spectral information, we enforce a row-wise sparse penalty k · k m;n on matrix ΦðD; UÞ. Row-wise sparse penalization on a matrix X ∈ R r×c is defined by kXk m;n ¼ f P r i¼1 ½ð P c j¼1 jx ij j n Þ 1∕n m g 1∕m , where X is an r × c matrix and m and n are parameters for defining L m;n norm of matrix X. In the ssFCM model, we use L 2;1 norm (m ¼ 2, n ¼ 1), which is the sum of the Euclidean norms of the rows of the matrix. L 2;1 norm is nondifferentiable on each row of matrix only when all elements in the row are zeros, resulting in a row-sparse solution matrix (the element values in the majority of rows are zeros), as introduced in Refs. 41 and 42. Combined with TV to calculate the membership difference of neighboring pixels in each channel, the additional row-sparse penalty is imposed on the membership difference across all channels, enforcing that the membership differences among neighboring pixels are close to zeros across spectral channels. The proposed ssFCM model is illustrated in Fig. 2(b) . The input is a multichannel image matrix with each image collected from one channel, e.g., six images in the M-FISH collected from six channels, respectively. For each pixel in one-channel image (e.g., pixel A ð1Þ in the first channel), we will explore the spatial neighboring pixels of A ð1Þ in the same channel (e.g., pixels B ð1Þ ∼ E ð1Þ ,) and the spectrally neighboring pixels from the other five channels (e.g., A ðiÞ ∼ E ðiÞ , i ¼ 2; : : : ; 6). Each pixel in each channel image is given a membership value to the chromosome (i.e., U ðiÞ 1;x ) and to the background cluster (i.e., U ðiÞ 2;x ), respectively, where x indicates the pixel in each image (e.g., x ¼ A; B; : : : ; E) and i is the index of the channel (i.e., i ¼ 1;2; : : : ; 6). Totally, we have 12 membership matrices to be estimated, which is combined as ∈ R N×12 , where N is the number of pixels in each channel image. As discussed before, we enforce a TV combined with a row-wise sparse constraint on the membership matrix U to utilize both spatial and spectral information. This way we will ensure that (1) the neighboring pixels will have similar membership functions and (2) the clustering patterns of neighboring pixels (e.g., A,. . . ,E) will be similar across different channels. The constraints will have the Table 1 The application of the ADMM algorithm to the proposed FCM clustering model. Update U: Uðn þ 1Þ← arg min L ρ ½Cðn þ 1Þ; UðnÞ; V ðnÞ; Z ðnÞ
Update Z: potential to reduce noise using both spatial and spectral information of each pixel. The alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) 43 can be used to solve Eq. (4). Specifically, we solve the following optimization problem: 
where λ ði;dÞ 1 is the Lagrange multiplier and λ is the parameter for controlling the row sparsity in matrix V, i.e., the proportion of nonzero rows. The fuzziness q is set to 2. vecðDUÞ ¼ vecðDUIÞ ¼ ðI K×K ⊗ DÞvecðUÞ, where I K×K is an identity matrix and vecð·Þ is an operator to reformulate a matrix to a vector by columns; ρ > 0 is the augmented Lagrangian parameter to approximate D, U by V; and Z is the scaled dual variable. The parameter ρ is updated by iterations, as suggested in Ref. 43 , to improve the convergence and make the solution be less dependent on the initial value. The solution of Eq. (6) is derived by E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 7 ; 6 3 ; 3 4 3
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 8 ; 6 3 ; 2 9 1
where Q j ¼ Q Table 1 shows the algorithm of solving Eq. (6) via ADMM. It uses a decomposition-coordination procedure, and the solutions to small local subproblems are coordinated to find the solution to a large global problem. In the algorithm, at each iteration, the parameters U, V, C, and Z are updated sequentially with other parameters fixed. This iteration will stop until a stop criterion is satisfied.
Application of the Proposed FCM to both
Simulated and Real M-FISH Images
Results on Synthetic Image Sets
Two three-channel synthetic image sets with 128 × 128 pixels, which have the intensity values of 0 and 100, were generated. The first image set (Fig. 3) consists of four squares belonging to three different classes: the first class contains the pixels with an intensity value of 100 in the first channel and 0 in the second channel; the second class consists of pixels with an intensity of 0 in the first channel and 100 in the second channel; the remaining pixels (background pixels) are clustered as the third class with an intensity 0 in both channels. The third channel (DAPI channel) has the intensity value of 100 for the pixels from the first two classes and 0 for background pixels. The ground truth image is used to evaluate the performance. The Gaussian noise with a standard deviation σ ¼ 40 was added to the three channels, as shown in Figs. 3(a)-3(c) . The FCM, IAFCM, our proposed ssFCM-DAPI only (i.e., only the DAPI channel is segmented by ssFCM model), and ssFCM model (i.e., all channels are used for segmentation) were then applied, respectively. All programs were run on a Linux system-based CCS cluster at Tulane, 44 and the average computational time was around 200 s. The results of segmentation using four different models were shown in Figs. 3(d)-3(g) , respectively. In addition, they were further assessed by the following metrics as used in our previous work: 9 E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; s e c 3 . 1 ; 3 2 6 ; 4 4 8 Correct ratio ¼ #of pixels in interested areas being correctly classified #of pixels in interested areas ;
False ratio ¼ #of pixels in background being classified as interested areas #of pixels in interested areas :
The proposed ssFCM model shows higher correct ratio CR ¼ 1 with lower false ratio FR ¼ 0 and the IAFCM model shows lower CR ¼ 0.7057 with higher FR ¼ 0.4351 compared with the other methods. The comparison of four methods in the segmentation of synthetic images with different noise levels is listed in Table 2 . The results demonstrate that the ssFCM model is more accurate and more robust to noise than the other three models.
The second synthetic image set includes two annuluses with the same center, including three different classes: small annulus, big annulus, and background. The first two channels contain a small and big annulus, respectively, while the third channel contains both of them. Figures 4(a)-4(c) show the second synthetic image set with Gaussian noise. The four models (i.e., FCM, IAFCM, ssFCM-DAPI only, ssFCM) were then applied to the image set with noise level (e.g., σ ¼ 40), and the segmentation results are presented in Figs. 4(d)-4(g) , compared with the ground truth image. In Fig. 4 , the segmentation of the proposed ssFCM is better than the three others with the CR ¼ 0.9974 and FR ¼ 0.0033. Table 3 
Results with Hybrid Simulation Images
First, two hybrid simulation datasets were generated from real images. The simulated image sets correspond to five different classes and four different channels. The first three channels contain chromosomes partially, while the fourth channel is the DAPI image showing all chromosomes. The ground truth image is also simulated, where each pixel in the chromosome is labeled correctly, which is used to verify the accuracy of image segmentation. For simulated dataset I, the background is labeled 0 and the chromosomal region is labeled 255; for simulated dataset II, the background is labeled 0 and the intensity level of the chromosomal region is the same as the real chromosomal image. To test the robustness of different models, Gaussian noise with 30 different levels (σ is from 0 to 150) is added. Figure 5 shows the simulated image dataset I mixed with Gaussian noise, and the segmentation results of different FCM models. Table 3 A comparison of the segmentation of FCM, IAFCM, ssFCM-DAPI only, and the ssFCM models on the second synthetic image set consisting of two annuluses with three different noise levels. the segmentation results of applying FCM model, IAFCM model, ssFCM-DAPI only, and ssFCM models to simulated image dataset I, respectively, and Figs. 5(m)-5(p) are the segmentation results of applying FCM model, IAFCM model, ssFCM-DAPI only, and ssFCM models to simulated image dataset II, respectively. The results show that the proposed ssFCM model gives the highest segmentation accuracy, which demonstrates better robustness to the noise than the other two models. Figure 6 compares the segmentation results of four FCMbased models with different levels of noise, in terms of CR and FR. The noise follows the normal distribution with 30 levels (σ varying from 0 to 150). In Fig. 6 , FCM and IAFCM were tested only on the DAPI channel as we did in Ref. 6 . To evaluate the benefit of using spectral information, we also applied our FCM method to all six channels (ssFCM). The results show that our ssFCM models (ssFCM-DAPI only and ssFCM) largely outperform the other two FCM methods with higher CR and much lower FR, especially when the noise level is higher (e.g., σ > 50), which indicates that our methods are more robust than the other two FCM methods. For the ssFCM and ssFCM-DAPI only, when the noise level σ < 75, both have no significant difference. However, as the noise level grows higher, ssFCM has higher CR than ssFCM-DAPI only, while FR is still similar in both methods, which shows the benefit of incorporating multichannel information to reduce the noise effect.
Noise levels FCM (CR/FR) IAFCM (CR/FR
In simulation set II, the images are taken the same as the real chromosomal images. Figure 7 shows the simulated image dataset II mixed with Gaussian noise (σ is from 0 to 150) and the segmentation results of different FCM models. Figures 5(i)-5(l) are the top four channels in simulated image dataset II. Figures 5(m)-5(p) show the segmentation results of applying the FCM model, IAFCM model, ssFCM-DAPI only and ssFCM models to the simulated image dataset II, respectively. The same levels of noise as in set I are added to test model robustness, as shown in Fig. 7 . It can be seen that the Fig. 6 The comparisons of (a) CR and (b) FR using different models on the simulated image set I by changing the noise level from 0 to 30 (corresponding σ is from 0 to 150). results are similar to those in set I, and our ssFCM model generally gives the highest CR and lowest FR compared with the other models. Therefore, both simulations indicate that ssFCM method can take advantage of both spatial information to improve segmentation accuracy and multichannel spectral information to reduce the noise effect.
Results with Real M-FISH Images
Besides the simulated datasets, we also applied the proposed FCM model to real M-FISH images with six different channels from Advanced Digital Imaging Research (League City, Texas). 45 The images of first five channels were labeled with different fluorophores, and the sixth channel was the DAPI image. The ground truth image was also provided, which was labeled by an experienced cytogeneticist. The results of testing on real M-FISH images are shown in Fig. 8 . It shows that the CR of the proposed ssFCM models has the highest value at almost all noise levels (σ from 0 to 150). As the noise level increases, the proposed ssFCM models deliver higher CR value and lower FR value than that of other models. Therefore, the newly proposed FCM model is more robust to the noise than the other two models. All models have been applied to the images of whole cells for further comparison. Figure 9 shows an example of M-FISH dataset and the segmentation results as well as the ground truth. It can be seen that there is more noise around edges of chromosomes with the conventional FCM model and even more noise on the background with the IAFCM model than our ssFCM-based models (ssFCM-DAPI only and ssFCM models). Furthermore, the differences between the ground truth and the results of three models are shown in Fig. 10 , where the blue, red, and cyan indicate the pixels correctly segmented into chromosomes and background, background pixels wrongly segmented into chromosomes, and chromosome pixels wrongly segmented into background, respectively. In addition, Fig. 11 shows a quantitative analysis of the segmentation results in Fig. 10 (a) The difference between the ground truth and the segmentation results by FCM, (b) IAFCM, (c) ssFCM-DAPI only model, and (d) ssFCM models, respectively, where the blue, red, and cyan indicate the pixels correctly segmented into chromosomes and background, background pixels wrongly segmented into chromosomes, and chromosome pixels wrongly segmented into background, respectively. terms of CR and FR with 15 levels of noise (σ from 0 to 150). It is worth noting that the CRs of ssFCM-based models are generally comparable and higher than those by FCM and IAFCM models. It is also shown that FRs of ssFCM-based models are lower than the other two models under high noise levels. Overall, the results indicate that the proposed ssFCM models have improved accuracy and more robustness than FCM and IAFCM models because both spatial and spectral information is incorporated into the model.
Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper, we propose an improved fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm for chromosome segmentation, namely ssFCM, by taking advantage of both multichannel spectral information of M-FISH imaging and the spatial information within neighboring pixels in each channel. The model is designed by imposing both TV and row-wise sparse constraints on the membership matrix in the FCM model. The model is then applied to the segmentation of chromosome images from the M-FISH image set. To evaluate the performance, we compare the proposed ssFCM models with the conventional FCM and an IAFCM on synthetic, hybrid, and real M-FISH images, respectively. Table 4 summarizes all tested images and the quantitative performance using different models. The segmentation results shows that (1) the proposed FCM model outperforms the other two models (e. g., FCM and IAFCM) in terms of both CR and FR on the synthetic and hybrid image sets and (2) the proposed model is generally better than the other two models, e.g., having lower FR and being more robust to the noise on real M-FISH images. Nevertheless, further work can be conducted by modeling noises with Gaussian mixture distribution. Also, more datasets should be tested to show the reproducibility of the ssFCM model. More accurate segmentation of M-FISH images can increase subsequent classification of chromosomes and the detection of chromosomal abnormalities, which will, in turn, translate into improved diagnosis of genetic diseases and cancers.
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